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colonists1 cannot help themselves.
Hawaiian stamps reiniml us in many points
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BY L. II. HINTON.
'^1 the designs and character on, and
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"" may lie correctly inferred.
If a certain country issues only imperforated 

stamps the natural inference is that the country 
is not far advanced in civilized arts. Kxamples 
of this are fourni in the issues of some of the 
native Indian states,-Batura, Bhore, Jummoo, 
Fountch, etc.

The comparative ilensitv of population may 
l»e inferred front the comparative number of 
stamp- of the different issues used ; ditto, its

certain extent.
A country issuing no uireharged stamps 

shows a goo I financial solidity, thus manifest
ing an independence of resorting to surcharges, 
either for economical or for speculative pur- 

in some instances the immediate de
mand for certain values 
imperative necessity.

Chili is a good example of the unsurcharging 
class, all the 1 letter for lieing a neighbor to Peru 
the^ whirlpool of surcharges.

1 hat the United States is a commercial nation 
of patriotic people it manifest by the portraits 
and profiles of various statesmen on our stamps, 
and also by the reproduction of historical paiiit- 
m®t: PiCtT°* coaU "f arms, steamships, loco-

The Confederate Provisionals give evidence 
of postal difficulties in the south during the 
great civil war.

Look at the 
those idiotic face 
idolatry *

From the Bavaria return letter stamps do we 
not know at once that Augsburg, Bamberg,
wm.hb„n;g2:rfe^8e.....■* 'spiw

The keys on the Bremen, and the castles on 
the (Bergedorf and Hamburg stamps suggest

British (luiana's ships tell us of the commer
cial instincts of its people.

Canada’s I leaver and Newfoundlands codfish, 
seal ami vessels are emblematic of zoological, 
ichthyological and industrial matters in those 
piaces.

The various Isirders of the official Cubiertas 
stamps of Columbian Republic, and the four
teen vani ties of paper on which many of (ireat 
a diver. jf.e,,jVe*"*-M Bta™P" are impressed imply

One would know that Congo was 
possession by one look at the stamps.

make surcharging an

Krom our Regular Correspondent.of our own.
The post-boni on, and in (watermarked) the 

stumps of Brunswick, Hanover, Hunguiy, Nor 
wav, Sweden, Switzerland, etc., reminds us of 
indigenous postal customs ; also suggesting 
native pastoral occupations.
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OTTAWA N0T3S
bv w. |. sa nor kin.

Stamp collet ‘ora are increasing rapidly 
numbers in our city. The rising generation a 
constant visitors to the offices and banks whe 
they obtain whatevei stamps are amassed I 
the clerks during the week.

In India the cruel 
interior portray the 
The swarthy faces

ngns of 8tuni|is for the 
nt of their cultivation, 

artliy faces surmounted by turbans on 
kar and Slnnoor stamps each tell of the 
of tlm country amt physiognomical 

characteristics of the inhabitants. I he study 
of ethnography is one of the educational at
tributes of our philatelic treasures. The ele- 
P,h!u?t, represented in the watermark of the 
British Indian stamps tells more about the “in
habitants " of that sunburned country.
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Afghanistan stumps ! Do not 
es suggest a people given to
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a is another elephapt country. Here 
Afrknnns has for a neighbor"the hip- 

tanius. This warm country is the home for 
and colored gentl

it was left owing to the high price.
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issues have ma|»s ou them also, and are likewise 
useful I he stamps of the Centennial issue of 
New South Wales alone furnish material 
enough for a story. Apro/** to my own suit- 
gestion, 1 shall write that “story" for the 
WKKKLY readers. The lyre bird, kangaroo ami 
emu, as does the portrait of Capt. Cook, all 
mean something.

The Peruvian

t With three years ago. New recruits are com 
mg in daily smiling as they enter into the field, 
and the majority of them are constantly show- 
mg outsiders their collections, which "has the 
effect of inducing others to begin. Five years 
hence it is my belief that a great change will 
take place, and that comparatively few will hes
itate in becoming stamp collectors
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